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THE BORDEN REPORTER
Positive Resource
Estimate
Probe Mines recently
announced a new Resource
Estimate for the Borden
Gold Deposit, which
provides an updated
estimation of the number
of ounces of gold
contained in the deposit.
In all aspects, the Borden
deposit has shown
significant improvement in
both gold ounces and /or
gold grades from previous
estimates.
For more info on Probe
Mines' resource estimate
visit:
www.probemines.com
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Contact us
We want to hear from you!
If you'd like to know more
about the Borden Gold
project or have questions
or
concerns regarding noise
or
any other issue, please
contact our Community
Relations Coordinator,
Donna Byce.
dbyce@probemines.com
Tel. 705-860-5601 ext.4
or stop in at our office at:
26 Pine St. West,
Chapleau, ON.

The Borden Reporter

Probe Mines Launches Community
Newsletter!
Welcome to the inaugural edition of the Borden Reporter, our community
newsletter keeping you up to date on the local activities at the Borden Gold
Project. The project continues to advance and we would like to thank everyone
for their support. Probe is committed to insuring this remains a local project
with local involvement.

Noise baffles surrounding a drill rig and stationary noise monitoring equipment!
In May, Probe kicked-off its 2014 land-drilling program. This is an
important step in advancing the project. With people gearing up for
another summer on and around the lake, Probe is working hard to keep
our exploration activities running as quietly as possible. We are pleased
to say that over the last 2 years we’ve implemented a number of noise
control measures, many of which were specially developed for our
project:
• 12 foot high noise baffles and industrial sound dampening mats have been
installed around each drill.
• Drills have been equipped with rubber stoppers to reduce clanging when we
change drill rods.
• Bulldozer back-up warning sirens have been modified to a lower pitched
sound that doesn't carry as far.
• Drills will be moved inland progressively to minimize noise transfer as the
busy summer season approaches.
• Regular meetings are held between the drill foreman and his employees from
Major Drilling to reinforce the importance of working quietly.
In addition, we’ll be monitoring noise levels near cottages and
campgrounds in proximity to the site. This allows us to identify noise
issues and take measures to address them.
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Watch for upcoming editions, stay safe and have a great summer!
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